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The Art of Refrigerator Art 

Learning to create the kind of intrinsic economic value that provokes a strong mental 
connection or that knee-jerk, got-to-have-it reaction must start long before we reach the 
height of our artistic creativity. From our earliest forms of self-expression, our ability to 
perceive value in our art and in the artistic creations of others must be strengthened, 
used, and as equally developed as our creativity. 

As artistic types, we need to seek out ways to learn the lessons of economic value just 
as we seek out ways to learn the lessons of creativity and artistry. Creating art that is 
economically valuable gives our creativity legs and muscle by offering others something 
they perceive as needed and valuable, instead of being viewed as expendable.  

Teaching the Value of Art 

Part of the challenge lies with how we, as a society, teach others to process the 
meaning of art in our lives, and how we accept this meaning as well. We see kids’ 
artwork in our family doctors’ offices, in the offices of our peers, and during routine 
appointments to the professionals in our lives. Seeing children’s creative creations on 
the wall of an accountant or attorney makes us feel comfortable and at ease. It tells us 
that they love, that they are human, and that they laugh. We imagine that we would 
most likely be comfortable doing business with them. Indirectly, the most elementary art 
forms that children provide, serve as a significant adult social bond and, although 
indirectly at best, a loose economic one. 

Curiously missing at the root of how we raise children are the basics of how to 
recognize and create a knee-jerk reaction from our creativity and art. Little artists need 
to be taught not only how to hold the brush or strike the keys, but also what creates 
value in their creativity for others. Our youngest creative talent can only do this by first 
being taught themselves to economically value it. 

Jill, eight, and her friend Susan, age nine, decided to set up a lemonade and cookie 
stand on the sidewalk in front of Jill’s house, on a beautiful sunny day a few summers 
ago. Earlier, Jill’s mom helped them make the lemonade using fresh lemons, water and 
sugar. They brought a couple of bags of ice along with some store bought cookies to 
sell. Jill and Susan had decided, with the help of Jill’s mother, to sell their lemonade for 
fifty cents a cup and the cookies were twenty-five cents for a small chocolate chip and 
fifty cents for the larger sugar cookies.  
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Susan and Jill knew they would be waiting in between customers, so they decided to 
bring their box of markers and crayons, and a big pad of paper outside with them.  As 
they waited for their customers, both girls were stretched out on the sidewalk in front of 
Jill’s house designing one-of-a-kind drawings of the colorful images that each girl saw in 
her head. Jill drew flying clouds in assorted colors and Susan chose to draw a field of 
flowers.  

As I walked down the street, I first noticed the girls drawing and then noticed their 
lemonade stand.  I asked to buy a glass of lemonade and a cookie. As I dug in my 
wallet for some change, I asked, “So how much are you asking for the flying clouds and 
the field of flowers?”  Both girls looked at each other with a blank stare and then at me, 
puzzled. Jill finally said, “Well, the artwork is for mom’s refrigerator. She loves what I 
draw.”  

We love our kids’ artwork so much it goes up on our refrigerators, obliterating the 
exteriors. Jill’s mom, Sally, has some of her daughter’s best work framed and it hangs 
on the walls in their home; proudly displayed for her friends, family and neighbors to 
see. Yet when Sally discussed with the girls what to charge for the products at their 
lemonade stand, none of them considered the value of their one-of-a-kind artwork! 

I already knew this family because Jill’s older brother plays the clarinet and was a 
customer of mine. I sold him a new instrument last year when he got into the Honors 
Band as a freshman. Last week I ran into them at the grocery store. I commented to 
Sally, with her daughter listening, about the beautiful drawing I saw Jill make at the girls’ 
lemonade stand.  

Sally said,  “Oh Yes, Jill did a beautiful job with those flying clouds. She is fascinated by 
clouds and continues to draw them. Each drawing is more and more intricate in design 
than the last. We have a real artist on our hands. We are so proud of our Jill.” 

In that very moment, I saw Jill’s face illuminate with pride; she was beaming from our 
praises. I then said, “Jill, I am helping my church find items to sell for the craft show they 
are having next month. I recently saw some plexi-glass frames with magnets on the 
back that would be perfect to hang on the refrigerator. I wondered if I could ask you to 
make some small flying cloud designs to put in those frames and sell at the church’s 
craft show?  How much do you think someone would pay for them?”   
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Jill’s eyes opened wide and I could see her sense of self-worth rise. “Wow,” she said. 
“Mom, would it be okay if I sell my clouds instead of putting them on our fridge?”  It had 
never occurred to Jill (or her mother) until that moment, that her art had economic value. 
Her first lesson in creative entrepreneurship was about to begin.  

Jill sold all of her flying cloud magnets that first year at the church craft fair for $2.00 
each. The next year she made double the amount of flying cloud magnets and sold 
them for $3.00. This year Jill is going to take her clouds to the young artists section of 
The Gold Coast Art Fair in Chicago and sell them for $5.00. 

I must say Jill’s clouds and her marketing have improved since she started selling them. 
She told me that making them with markers, instead of crayons, makes them brighter. 
She also told me the blue and red designs are more popular than some of the others, so 
she has worked to make those flying cloud designs her best. 

When we allow our creativity to become economic creativity, we develop a deeper 
understanding of its value and worth, which influences how we feel about our work and 
transforms were we can go in our lives. It’s never too late to begin this development of 
self-worth, which leads to greater economic muscle, which in turn leads to greater self- 
worth.   

The Human Response to Creativity and Art 

As adults, creativity molds and changes us—whether we receive it during magical 
moments in the theater, in film, in written form, in humor, through the beauty of dance, 
or the soulful playing of music. One magical theater moment recently changed me.   
 
My cousin, Linda, now lives in Boston. She and I used to play when our families got 
together in Michigan in the summertime. She was my favorite cousin; we shared 
especially fond memories and were inseparable in our youth.  
 
But Linda and I had not spoken in years due to an old family argument. It created a rift 
so deep it took fifteen years and adulthood for us to re-establish a connection. Linda 
had sent a letter to me and the timing was particularly coincidental because I was going 
to be in Boston the very next week. We agreed to go to the theater and then out for 
dessert after. It was a good way to break the ice, after not having spoken in so many 
years. Linda wanted to see Mauritius, by Theresa Rebeck, at the Huntington Theatre 
Company.  
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Mauritius is a play about stamp collecting, a passion that can be far riskier than you may 
think. After their mother's death, two estranged half-sisters discover a book of rare 
stamps that may include the crown jewel for collectors. One sister, Jackie, sets out to 
collect on the windfall, while the other sister, Mary, resists for sentimental reasons. A 
seemingly simple sale becomes dangerous when three seedy, high-stakes collectors 
enter the sisters' world, willing to do anything to claim the rare find as their own. 
 
Sisters Mary and Jackie fight over the ownership of the valuable stamps, and in the final 
scene, Mary, who has been hiding her true feelings for Jackie under the guise of 
concern and fairness, spits out: “Burn them! I won't give you anything!” Suddenly, the 
play's true meaning becomes clear; one half-sister would rather see the rare items 
destroyed than allow the other to realize a financial benefit. 
 
The irony, coincidence and meaning of seeing that play with my own estranged cousin 
Linda was very moving. 

After the play, sharing two desserts between us, Linda and I laughed and recalled the 
stories of our youth and what drove our families apart. What seemed as an innocent 
enough outing to the theater had provoked a deep and meaningful re-connection for us. 
We discovered, in those moments together, our humanness, frailties, and strengths. 
And it came about because of a play about the relationship between two women.  
Without that magical moment in the theater, I am not sure if our conversation would 
have been as moving.  

Through experiencing creative expression in what we see, hear and read, we gain 
knowledge, we experience growth and we can be forever changed.  

Artist Magdalena Abakanowicz’s Agora (Greek for public meeting place) was installed at 
Grant Park in Chicago in November of 2006. Agora is comprised of one hundred six 
bodies feet, legs and torsos each is nine feet tall and made from pre-rusted steel. 
Each sculpture is simply nine feet of headless and armless bodies.  

When you enter Agora, the figures seem at once stopped in their tracks and yet feel as 
though they are moving beyond their actual confining space. For me it was an 
interesting way to visually express the death and re-birth of the creative process that is 
required to find the source of your eternal creative force. You feel compelled to weave in 
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and out in the areas where the figures are more congested and then to step outside the 
group and assess them from a distance. It’s not all that different from how the human 
mind struggles—obsess (congestion) and distance (space). Through that very process, 
we can grow and change as creative beings if we have the discipline to understand its 
purpose and endure it. 

Sometimes we witness creativity that is so profound we are changed forever in our 
thinking, our direction in life and our love. Creativity is as potent of a social bond as the 
simple and natural act of breathing. We are sometimes not even aware or understand 
its powerful purpose. 

Come Fly with Me 

My friend Fran and her husband Dick just celebrated their fiftieth wedding anniversary. 
On their very first date, they went to a drive-in movie. Before the movie started, they 
listened to Frank Sinatra sing Come Fly With Me. Dick reached over to Fran and took 
her hand, and began to sing with Frank: “ Weather-wise it's such a lovely day. You just 
say the words, and we'll beat the birds down to Acapulco Bay. It's perfect for a flying 
honeymoon, they say. Come fly with me, we'll fly, we'll fly away.” 

At that very moment, Fran fell in love with Dick and knew they would always be 
together.  Today, whenever that song is played, they both admit to vividly and fondly 
retelling the story of that moment as they sat in the car together and how special that 
song is to them thirty years later.  

We throw ourselves into music, books and films because of their ability to transport us 
back in time or carry us forward to new desirable places. We value the emotions and 
the connections that artistic expression creates, yet we disconnect from the true 
economic value. We are willing to pay more for our haircuts or manicures than for the 
creativity that transforms us.  

 
Don’t Think of It as Creativity; Think of It as Cash 

Creativity really does matter. Creativity is the meat and substance of what you and I 
want to offer the world. It is a product we produce—a smell, a feeling, a shape that is 
original and unique. We want others to experience this product with us or through us as 
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well as recognizing its worth. Its value, we know, is truly priceless and its relevance to 
today’s economic development is equally priceless. 

Take something as simple as a child’s drawing. If that drawing comes with an attached 
magnet, to hold it on to the refrigerator door, it has more economic value than one 
without a magnet. By taking something as simple as a magnet and gluing it to a piece of 
drawing paper, my young friend Jill increased the likelihood that her art will be 
preserved, seen and appreciated; thus making it more valuable—and she’s making 
money along the way. 

Every step that is taken to make an art form more accessible and more easily valuable, 
helps to increase, not decrease, the odds of a creative and financial success!  You don’t 
have to ever fully grasp your true creative obsession to make every piece of your 
creative label have more ability to deliver economic value. 

Failing to recognize the power of creativity and failing to develop that creativity into 
financial worth is stripping you, the creative ones, of your right to be seen in a highly 
valuable capacity, robbing you of the impact on others that you were born to have.  

Call to Action 
 
Build a Blue Bike has been written to demonstrate to you how potent, vibrant, 
overlooked, and underserved the market is to Entrepreneur The Arts®. I am calling 
each of you—students, your parents, your educators, your administrators, your financial 
institutions that fund you, your foundations that grant you, and all other creative 
professionals to change your thoughts and actions in order to help create valuable 
artisans to lead the creative 21st century forward.   

Ironically, fine arts students today face the challenging problem of learning how to 
create economically valuable work without enough help from our higher education 
system itself—the very system that offers some of the best programs to develop our 
artists’ core talents. While there are thirty-five universities in the United States with 
entrepreneurial programs, that address how to help their artistic creative students 
become financially “able” to thrive, we need each and every fine arts university student 
to be trained to produce valuable work.  

One reason that fine arts curriculums are limited is that schools are, in fact, a business. 
Artistic schools struggle to manage their budgets—possibly because they are managed 
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by creative types who were taught to write, paint, or act, but not educated in the fine 
points of operating a business—and certainly because so much one-on-one instruction 
is required in the arts that it increases per student cost, rendering these departments 
less profitable than other areas of study.  

Most artistic schools require special resources such as concert halls, instruments, 
recording and dance studios, theaters, professional kitchens or other expensive 
“laboratories” for learning and performing. These are expensive and put pressure on the 
financial capability of an arts-focused university program, often creating a budget that 
limits focus to the number one priority—the pursuit of developing an art form, but 
leaving no room for the number one-and-a-half priority—instruction in how to make a 
living from the art that is being taught. 

Most of the universities that provide an education in the artistic disciplines offer little 
promise of a well-paying career. Yet an artistic graduate is often guaranteed a pile of 
college loans that have to be repaid. Most of the major schools known for developing 
artists charge at least $20,000 per year for tuition. Enrolling in an art school is a 
commitment to take on at least $80,000 in debt—closer to $100,000 if you take into 
account living expenses for four years of undergraduate study.  

Without much capacity to earn a basic living in the arts, combined with an insufficient 
income stream to repay any tuition loans, our graduating artists are set up to fail.  

According to The Higher Education Arts Data Services Project (HEADS), a joint effort of 
the National Association of Schools of Music, the National Association of Schools of Art 
and Design, the National Association of Schools of Theatre, and the National 
Association of Schools of Dance; the United States currently produces more than 
100,000 graduates with fine arts degrees annually. Yet by stark comparison, The United 
States Bureau of Labor Statistics, (BLS) as of May 2006, states that only 1,727,380 
reported being employed (largely self-employed), in an artistic related field.  

With HEADS reporting 100,000 graduates per year and BLS reporting only 1.7 million 
gainfully employed in the arts, the attrition rate, the rate at which artists leave their 
chosen field, is shocking and horrible. Yet the collective desire to learn and study all 
forms of the fine arts is reflected in record applications and enrollments in programs and 
schools around the world.  
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Perhaps if more foundations and wealthy donors required fine arts schools to develop 
curriculum to teach creative students how to economically thrive before they could 
receive their generous grants and donations, more students would be graduating with 
the capacity to earn a viable living in a creative field and purposefully use their creative 
capacity. 

Our higher education system needs to recognize the significance of fully developing our 
artists to be ABLE to earn a living in the arts and enjoy economic freedom doing that 
which they love.  

Things need to change. Just like it “takes a village”, it takes each of us to raise our kids 
to feel that the arts have value, to insist our schools teach artists how to create value, 
and for each of us to be willing to pay a fair value to experience artistic creativity. 

My hope is that in writing this book, we can, as a “world village”, begin to embrace the 
arts in new ways that would create emotional and financial strength for all present and 
future artists to come. 

 
 
 


